
Colori is an ecochic clothing boutique 
specializing in organically grown and dyed 
cotton apparel.

The Chicago-based company has a strong passion for sustainability and 
strives to maintain a sense of originality with their unique offering. 

Colori exudes a fresh combination of environmental consciousness, 
fashionable style, and inspiring enthusiasm for a colorful lifestyle. 

[Radiant]
[Natural]

[Homegrown]
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30 Second Spot - Featuring Colori

- Scene starts with camera as heroine’s point of view aimed at her bare feet 
while she is walking through a field. (See dirt, recognize that it is some kind of 
farm with rows of plants)

- Camera/point of view looks up from feet to her arm outstretched to the 
left with her hand brushing the fluffy tops of cotton plants. (It’s sunny, breezy, 
blue skies)

- Next, look forward from the hand and approach a farmhouse. Walk up the 
porch stairs, pass through a room that has an old cotton gin, maybe we see 
her hand set down a cotton blossom that she absentmindedly picked up. 

- Walk through another door into a big room with some old loom equipment 
and big vats of colorful rich liquid. 

- Pass through another door and camera lowers as she picks up a laundry 
basket. Carry basket upstairs towards a door.

- She steps outside,  but is no longer on the farm - it’s a cityscape, we’re on 
the roof of an apartment building approaching an empty clothesline. 

- Point of view leaves the heroine and the camera pulls back showing a girl 
hanging her colorful cotton clothes on the line. (Long hair blowing in breeze, 
she looks happy to be doing this chore)

- Sunshine in the background shines brightly from behind the clothes directly 
at the camera, the light washes out the scene and we fade to white. 

- Text on white screen: Color your world. (Pause) Organically. (Words fade) 

- Camera pulls back and white screen turns into cotton field where our 
journey started. (As if camera had been focused on a cotton ball during 
white-out) Name appears in blue sky above cotton blossoms: Colori
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Heroine’s POV while walking down a dirt path Look to outstretched hand brushing fluffy cotton tops Glance up to see a field of cotton and path

Approach porch at the end of path, go up steps Pass an old gin on the porch Enter farmhouse
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Pass through room with old machines, see furniture Set down absentmindedly picked blossom Walk through door into room with loom equipment

Pass by large colorful vats of fabric dye Enter another room and pick up laundry basket Carry laundry upstairs
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Pass through door to city rooftop with clothesline Show cityscape with clothesline, zoom in Zoom out to see heroine hanging clothes

Sun shines through hung clothes, screen turns white Text: Color your world. <Pause> Organically. Zoom out from white screen to reveal cotton field
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